Lanyard rail

To deposit the side guard, the parts must be present in the warehouse.

The posts are set when the min. wall height for setting the lanyard rail is reached and platform brackets are not set on both sides.

The setting of the min. wall height (not formwork height) for the lanyard rail is done separately in the formwork options for logo or Raster/GE (lanyard rail for wall height).

![Formwork Settings](image)

example:

With these settings one side of the wall has platform brackets and on the other side the lanyard rails. (Wall height from 190 cm to 304.9 cm) If no side protection is desired, then the minimum wall height for the side protection is to be selected so high that either side consoles are set or the wall height in the drawing is not reached.

The distance of the parts of the side guard is determined by the settings separately in the Formwork Settings for logo or Raster/GE (max. distance for lanyard rail).

The maximum Distance between the posts may not be exceeded. According to the prescribed drop points for the holder.
example:

The side protection for logo is mounted in the clamping bolt holes in the frame. The 240 cm wide elements have holes at a distance of 8 cm and 15 cm (from the element beginning, from the end of the element and in the middle of the element). If the first post is set 15 cm from the beginning of the element, the next post can be set 15 cm from the end of the element (distance 210 cm < max. distance 212 cm). In the next 240 cm wide element, the post would be set in the middle (15 cm + 120 cm < 212 cm) and in the following 240 cm wide element again 15 cm from the element beginning and ending. At a smaller maximum distance than 210 cm (for example 200 cm) the first post would be placed 15 cm from the element start, the second post in the element center, the third post 15 cm from the element beginning of the second element ...

max. distance for lanyard rail : 212cm
max. distance for lanyard rail : 200cm
In the tab „Accessory“ for System Logo there is a checkbox for the grids (unfortunately, the description is missing here) (It means: using grids for fall protection and side protection). If the check mark is ticked and the grids in the warehouse are active, these will be scheduled. If the checkbox is active and there is no grid in the warehouse, the side protection is set by default. For 240 cm wide elements the grid 230 x 80 cm and for 135 cm wide elements the grid 130 x 80 cm is used. The grids are each mounted with 2 posts on the element. For all other element widths, the posts are set as usual and the guard grids are arranged overlapping.
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If the checkbox is not checked, the side protection is carried out with wooden boards.